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Laird Warns of Russians, Asks $83 Billion
WASHINGTON (UPI)Defense Secretary Melvin R.
Laird, appealing for $83.4 billion
in long- range modernization of
U.S. defenses, warned Congress
Tuesday that the Russians are
close to achieving a "major new
military capability" comparable
to the Sputnik which surprised
the world in 1957.
Laird did not say what this
secret new Soviet threat might be
in the 203-page, unclassified
version of his annual report to
Congress, which he submitted to
the Senate Armed Services
Committee in closed session.
But it was learned Laird was
referring primarily to Soviet
development of a system for
.shooting down or neutralizing·
orbiting U.S. satellites, which are
crucial to defense reconnaissance,
communications, navigation and
weather monitoring.
Submarne Detection
Laird mentioned in his report

there was evidence the Soviets
also were working on improved
submarine detection, and were
narrowing the U.S. lead in silent running submarines and undersea
acoustical sensors.
Breakthroughs in these areas
could jeopardize the Polaris and
Poseidon submarine fleets, now
considered the only part of the
U.S, missile force which 'is
virtually invulnerable to enemy
attack, he said.
Urging commitment of heavy
future spending to assure
unquestioned U.S. "technological
superiority" over the Russians,
Laird said:
"The USSR has now reached a
position where- unless we take
appropriate action- there could
be new surprises and new
Sputniks. But they are less likely
to be in areas such as the peaceful
exploration of space. Rather, they
are more likely to be part of a
major new Soviet military

capability.H
·combat buildup in Southeast Asia.
Unexpected Threats
-called for "mutual restraint''
Publicly, Laird would say only in Soviet and American military
that these surprises might appear assistance overseas to avoid
as "unexpected threats to upsetting. regional st.ability, and
strategic force survivability, as predicted the Russians and
new tactical weapons and Chinese "will use military
surveillance systems which we assistance as a means to play out
might not understand or be able their own rivalries without regard
to cope with, or as major for the effect on region;ll
improvements in existing system." balances" in the future.
In other areas, Laird:
Lail'd offered to testify before
-Said it was doubtful the both Democratic and Republican
administration could meet its convention platform committees
June 3 0, 1973, deadline for this summer in support of his plea
starting an all - volunteer armed for greater long - range stress on
force without the draft, if research and development, which
enlistntents continue at their he said the United States had
present lo:w rate. Officials said the neglected because of involvement
prospects would become clearer in Vietnam.
this fall,
Will Take Years
Vietnamization
He told newsmen after his
-The United States has begun Senate committee appearance that
the final phase of Vietnamization, it would take years to catch up
reducing its military presence in with the Russians if the United
Vietnam to an advisory role. He States loses its "momentum" in
flatly ruled out any future U.S. new weapons development, even

though it is widening its lead in
total number of nuclear bombs
and warheads.
He said the Russians will have
increased their land· based
missiles to 1550 by next summer,
compared to the constant U.S,
total of 1054 since 1968. In
addition, by 197 4 they will have
42 Yankee-Class missile
submarines, comparable to the
present U.S. fleet oi 41 Polaris and
Poseidon submarines, each armed.
with 16 missiles.
Laird indicated that the
Chinese nuclear threat had eased
somewhat. He said China was not
expected to have an
intercontinental ballistic missile capable of striking the United
States and most of the Soviet
Union- until 1975, compared
with his earlier estimate of 1973
or 197 4, but was concentrating on
a mi.ssile of medium range
covering most targets in South
and East Asia.
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Women's Studies 'Approved'
Faculty Rejects Athletic Council Report

Marcia Tillotson

By BOB HUETHER
A proposal concerning
Woman's Studies was "approved
in principal" at a special meeting
of the UNM faculty yesterday.
After lengthy debate
concerning a lack of Chicano
students .nttending UNM on
athletic scholarships and
non-listing of funds contributed
to the University by the Lobo
Booster's Club, the faculty sent
the annual Athletjc Council report
back~~to that c;-mmittee for
referral.
The woman's studies proposal
was to concern itself with the
establishment of a "Woman's
Studies Program," but the word
"Program" was deleted by
a motion carried by the faculty.
The proposal met opposition
from Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
who noted the similarity of the
Woman's Studies Program and the
existing Chicano, Black and
Native American Studies
programs. Travelstead noted that
~problems, such as a professor of
woman's history being separated
from the history department.
Travelstead stated, however, that
he did not oppose the concept of
woman's studies.
Marcia Tillotson, assistant
protessor of English and a
supporter of the proposal, stated
that the program would give
"both men and women an
opportunity to discuss· women."
Citing the neglect of UNM to
implement such a program,

Tillotson stated that UNM was in
"an exciting position to make up
for that neglect."
The proposdl will be forwarded
to the Curricula Committee for
further study.
After the presentation of the
Athletic Council .:oport, Dan
Chavez, director of the College
Enrichment Program, alleged that
Chicanos were not participating in
the athletic scholarship program.
Charging that funds were being
awarded to "out-of-staters" and
"very few Chicano athletes,"
Chavez stated the "heavy
subsidizing is not helping those
who need it!"
J.E. Martinez, professor of civil
engineering and chairman of the
Athletic Council, admitted that
there were few Chicanos receiving
athletic scholarships and stated, "I
have no answer why."
Paul Schmidt, chairman of the
philosophy department, proposed
abolishment of the mandatory
athletic fees for poorer students.
Schmidt stated he felt it was
wrong for poorer students 11 to
support athletes who are better
off."
Schmidt added that the money
paid in mandatory athletic fees
might be put to better use by the
students. "$28 will buy a good
part of the textbooks for a
student."

Schmidt's proposal was carried
by the faculty but will have to be
approved by the Regents to be
enacted.
Harold Drummond, professor
of elementary education,
requested the committee look
into the ~ontributiom; of tho
Lobo Booster's Club that was not
stated on the report. This request
was included in the referral.
In other action the faculty
carried proposals for a ratification
of a method of electing faculty
representatives to the University
Community Forum and a
proposed four-year option for the
department of aerospace studies.
The University Forum
Committee proposal will provide
for self - nomination of candidates
by mail followed by the choosing
of slates by the Faculty Policy
Committee.
A proposal to offer a four year Aerospace Studies program
was carried without opposition or
discussion. A major benefit of the
program would be to allow
students who have obtained three
and four year Air Force
scholarships to attend UNM.
Although the meeting ran into
overtime, a proposed revision of
sections of the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Policy could
not be presented and will be taken
up at the next meeting.

Chicago,·Ten Years After Scheduled
PEC Denies White Control of Con1plirnentary Tickets
Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) yesterday
approved negotiations for late
spring concerts by Chicago and
Ten Years After and denied
ASUNM President Ken White his
request for personal control of all
complimentary tickets for
ASUNM - sponsored concerts.
The approval of the Chicago
and Ten Years After concerts
means PEC will sponsor them on
the dates suggested by promoters
if the promoters can arrange all
other details with the groups. PEC
Chairman Ross Perkal said they
are always faced with the problem
of promoters making offers before
they have definite arrangements
with the artists invohred 1 which
means that all concerts given PEC
approval are still tentative until
the contract is signed.
The PEC voted as a committee
on the· whole, without a legal

motion on the table, to turn down
White's request that all
complimentary tickets for
ASUNM - sponsored concerts be
turned over to him, to be disposed
of as he saw fit.
(Artists and their managers or
promoters have provided
anywhere from 20 to 100 or more
complimentary tickets in the past.
These have generally been
distributed to the AS UNM
president, the PEC members,
radio stations, the press, and
others who assist in planning and
promoting concerts.)
Committee discussion indicated
a willingness to allocate a certain
number of tic!kets for White's
personal use 1 but not the entire
number.
In other business, the PEC
ch:mged its weekly meeting time
to 10 a.m. on Saturdays, decided
to try to negotiate lower student

prices for the Mark-Almond
concert in March (currently set at
$3 and $4) and voted to give the
$300 left over from overcharges
on some Neil Diamond concert
tickets to the UNM Coffeehouse,
to be used for advertising featured
entertainers.

'

Senate Meeting
A decision concerning a bill to
allocate $562.46 to settle a claim
outside of court against the
ASUNM Film Committee by a
University of Illinois fraternity
will be made by Senate at their
meeting tonight at 8 in the Union,
room 250 •.
A bill to give the Uhuru Sasa
dance group $1400 to pay
expenses for a trip to Gary, Ind.
and one other to provide funding
for the Thunderbird are also
expected to be voted on,
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Winning Ways
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Wre'stling coach Ron Jacobsen
has what may be the best athletic
team at UNM this year. See story
on pag~ 7.
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Conserve paper~give this paper to a friend

editorial
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Freebie V ot~e Needed
The Popular Entertainment Committee
last night had to do a petty but necessary
task, telling ASUNM President Ken White
that it would not give him pe~"'..0'1al control
of all complimentary tickets for popular
entertainment events.
Complimentary tickets, who gets them
and how they are used are always a difficult
problem. Most are for reviewers, some are
for friends of "somebody who knows
somebody." Their abuse is always possible,

and somebody with common sense must
distribute them.
But given the total autonomy of the
committee in all other matters, White's
request for control of ''comps" cannot be
viewed as anything but small-time
politicking. Distributing largess to the
underlings is the cornerstone of the patron
system.
Our thanks to the PEC for reminding
White he was not elected to provide
entertai11ment to his friends.
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Closing Pandora's Box
Well, the speed freak eager beavers of the Army Corps of
Engineers are at it again. You can't turn your back on these
dam-building, channel - clearing maniacs for a second or
they'll be laying waste to bosque or flooding canyons in some
different corner of the Southwest. This time they have their
itchy fingers and hungry bulldozers set on the Gallinas River
as it flows through Las Vegas, N.M.
'
The Corps· can explain their plans for Las Vegas best:
" •.. approximately 5200 feet of ,the existing channel will be
cleared of obstructing vegetation and sediment deposits for a
width varying from 75 to 100 feet. A pilot channel having a
50-foot bottom width and sideslopes of one on two, will be
excavated commencing about 2600 feet upstr(;lam from the
National Street bridge. The channel will vary mdepth from
existing ground level to about seven feet deep in the area of
the National Street bridge.

I

;LET ME READ THE FINE PRINT AGAIN ,
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Unnecessary

letters. • •
ICC Violations

(Editor's Note: This llltter wus
sent to N.M. Sen. Joseph
Montoya.)
1 am writing in connection with
a pending bill S. 2362, the Surfact>
Transpotation Act of 1971. I am
urging you to vote against this
bill, especially in its present form.
The main points I object to are
the following:
-The $5 billion "slush fund"
for the regulated carriers.
-The removal of exempt status
of thousands of independent
!tuckers.

I am presently a graduate
student at UNM and have been a
former trucker both as dtivet and
owner operator.
The mere fact that the shippers
:lie regulated has giwn us th(> mess
we now have today, There is no
free enterprise or competition
when all the earriers charge the
same rates and the regulation of
routes and territories makes the
shipping of goods a joke.
According. to the U.S.
Constttution, Att.l, sec, 9:
"No preference shall be given
by any regulation of commerce or

bema~·--Fighting City Hall

By STEVE OLIVER.
On Monday, Feb. 14, my car
was parked on Central, five
parking meters northeast of the
intersection of Terrace and
Central, parking meter number
247Eat 11:25 tt.m.
t fed it a nickel and saw that
the machine did not work.
(:Realistically, had there been a
space available with an operative
meter I would not have moved my
car.)
At 12:25 1 teturned and found
a ticket, violation of ordinance
2689, section 157 d; fine $1. The
ticket, serial numb~r K64962, had
the month, day and year, but not
the time of day. I put in another
nickel, verified that the meter did
not work, and went to the campus
police officer,
There I r was told that
jurisdiction for Central belonged
to the City Police. I was advised
to go downtown and fill! a
complaint, If City Maintenall<'l'
checked the meter and found it
was indeed inoplirative, ·my
citation would be destroyed.
The time required to drive to
the City Police building at that
time or day hofn the
aforementioned parking meter
was 12 minutes, nt a distance of
l'age 2

revl!nue to the ports of one state
over those of another: nor shall
vessels bound to, or from one
state, be obliged to enter, clear or
pay duties in another.''
Th!' ICC is presently violating
the above clause when it regulates
the routes, goods hauled, and
helps to establish rutes {presently
all carriers are charging the same
thin.g, so whil:rc iu the
competition?). I do feel that there
should be regulation of safety
items attd safety related features
but not of ratl!s and routes and
goods hauled.
Also please note that the small
independent !tuckers who are
presently doing a fine job of
hauling this nation's cattle and
agdcultural goods are not crawling
to Congress asking for a handout.
And this slush fund could not be
touched by these truckers, only
the regulated carri!)ts.
It regulations were removed
(tor a change) instead of
constantly increased tht! shipping
industry in this country would
again become financially stable so
it would not have to ask Congress
for a handout.
John F. Heneage

'

This is patently absurd and unnecessary since the high flow
the U.S. Geological Survey has measured on the Gallinas for a
number of years has been 1090 cubic feet of water per
second - less than 1/8 the amount the Corps of Engineers
wants to dredge and clear the river for.
Moreover, two diversions from the Gallinas are already
present above Las Vegas. One diverts excess water to the
irrigation canals of the area, and the other channels water
into Storrie Lake. Used properly, these alternative water
carriers should be able to take care of a good deal of any
run-off the Gallinas experiences.
Certainly they can handle enough water so that the river
itself does not need to be cleared and dredged 8000 cufsecs
worth t~)1andle only what part of 1000 cubic feet/second of
water escapes them.
··
· ·
· ·
Besides the purely technical and economic considerations,
there are also esthetic and environmental factors to be
considered. A big, treeless gutter has all the beauty of a flush
toilet. Tearing down the cottonwoods and gouging out the
river in preparation for a Noah-style flood makes all the sense
of leveling the Sandias to prevent excessive run-of£ into the
Valley. And naturally, when the Engineers tnove in, there
goes the neighborhood for wildlife. A lot of birds are going to
be homeless if the Corps gets its way.
Real Reason
But now we discover the real reason for the project. The
Corps of .Engineers wants to build a dam on the Gallinas
River eight miles above Las Vegas. Those sneaky bastardsthey're just trying to put one over on us! If they can do the
dearing and dredging project it will be one more step towards
the building of the dam. They say, "If the dam project were
implemented, the chnnnel tltrough the city would, of
necessity, have to be improved to pass flood releases from the

1.8 miles (odometer reading).
A:rrMng at the City Police
building I was again conf~onted
by a parking meter with a
minimum acceptance of one
nickel, which I deposited. The
time requirlid to file the
complaint was six minutes,
making a possible round trip time
of 30 minutes and 3.6 miles.
Opinions Sought
.
In response to Mr. Roderic reservoir.>~
If my time is worth what the
But what is the dam needed for? Storrie Lake already
State Labor Commission says is Ross' letter of Feb. 9 regarding
minimum pay for a non-service the Sly concert, I can only say provides_ Las Vegas with recreation and a municipal water
occupation, $1.60/hr., this time that I am in complete agreement. supply. Maybe the Corps of Engineers is afraid that if they
represents a value to me of $.BO. No audience should be asked to don't keep inventing these unnecessary projects they'll be out
If my car performed at 15 wait for two and one•half hours
miles/gal.. for the 8.6 miles, it for performers to arrive. Sly was of a job. And the half • assed human beings dreaming up such
would use 0.24 gallons. If this gas able to get away with this because projects in their bureaucratic cloisters might find the going
cost me $. 25/gal. or as the the contract said nothing about rough if they had to do an honest day's labor.
pettoleurn companies say 24,9 length of performartce or time the
cents, this represents a cost of performance was to begin. 'l'he
$.06. Don't forget that the PEC contract is being revised
paxki11g meters ate $.15, for a accordingly and UNM audiences
grand total cost of $1.01, or a should not have to suffer any
~he Ga~linas lU~er Snagging and Clearing Project is due to
penny more than if I h!!d pllid for morf' prolonged warm-ups.
begm
Apr1ll of thts year.
the $1 fine.
The re-staffed PEC hopes to
Please write Stephen F, Sloan, Council on Environmental
lf' this sounds depressing, 1 was provide UNM students with
advised by the traffic court that if quality entertainment at Quality, Washington, D.C., with your objections to this
I had ignored the ticket and
reasonable prices. We hold weekll/' assault on New Mexicols natural integrity and waste of your
received a warrant, the minimum meetings in the Union and tax dollars. lf enough of _us raise our voices against the
bond l would have to pay would welcome any students with
be $15 for a meter violation. ·suggestions, tlriticis:ms or project, we can save the Gallinas River. If you wish more
However, if I had parked on the comments about our popular infortnation on the clearing and dredging of the Gallinas
sidewalk and received a ticket, the entertainment prowam.
please write to River Defense, P.O. Box 496 Corrales N.M:
minimum bond would only be $5.
,
f
Ross Perkal, chakrnan 87048.

* * * * *
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Reports Will Include
Grade Point Average

Channel

"The channel will increase in width in the area of said
bridge to provide additional space for water conveyance
under the bridge. The proposed work will provide a channel
capable of carrying 8000 cubic feet of water per second." In
other words, the Corps wants to raze cottonwoods and
dredge an artificial channel along one mile of the Gallinas
·
River through the town of Las Vegas.
Now surely our government would not propose such a
boondoggle without good cause. And the Corps does have an
ostensible reason for artificializing the Gallinas River. The
Gallinas River Shagging and Clearing Project is necessary for
emergency flood control during Spring run-off. If you glance
back at the previous paragraph, you will see that after the
Engineers finish with the river, it will be able to catty 8000
cubic feet of water per second.

John Spencer pol'trayll a yo1.1ng
blind boy seeking indepe11dence in
"Butterfliell Are Frell," a
Bro~dway hit which will be
appearing at Popejoy Hall tonight.
Tickets are on sale for $3.50 and
$4, with half·Pl'ice discount!! for
UNM students.
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Following a "housekeeping
job'' on the records, the
accumulative GPA will once again
be recorded on the student grade
reports mailed at the end of each
semester.
Accumulative GPA was not
included on the reports last
semester for the first time in
about two years, .said Bob Weaver,
registrar.
"Accumulative records are not
exact. If we had put the GPA on
the fall semester's report, we
wonld hav"" h~td a wid.e ranee of
people complaining," Weaver said.
ASUNM Senate last week
i)assed a resolution opposing the

absence of the GP A. "This lack of
action," according to the
resolution, "by the administration
infringes upon the student's right
to know his or her academic
standing within his or her
college."
"1 haven't talked to anyone
about the matter," Weaver said. "I
wasn't aware that such a
resolution Wall to go to ASUNM, I
can appreciate and sympathize
with their concern. But it's not
the case that we don't want to put
it on."
Weaver said the accumulative
GPA will once more go on the
~;eports after a "housekeeping
job" on the records.

Speakers Suggestions Sought
If experience produces better
results, the success of the current
Speakers Commi~tee is a prime
example.
"It's been amazing this year,"
chairman Kirk Felsman said.
"We've had overflow crowds for a
lot of the speakers, and we've
been highly successful in general."
Now Felsman is looking for
suggestions for speakers for next
year. SuggC.'Jtions can be placf'd in
the Speakers Committee box on
the second t1ool.' of the Union.
Felsman attributed a large
portion of the committee's

not accept because of our
mandatory reception and question
and answer period requirements,"
he added.

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
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FAIR PLAZA
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to th.IL.e~It~i'lJJce .. -~ --tOMAS-&-SA.N-PmRO#.E,"
they've gained in the field. "We
Open Mon.•Frl. T0arrt·9 pm •
used to arrange a speaker's
appearance through an agent who
Sat. JO arn-5 pm
charged between $700·$1500
more until we learned to contact
the guy personally," he explained.
1
"Also, the people who come.
here to talk have spent a great
deal of time at the University
attending classes and involving
HAIR DESIGNS
themselves with the students.''
Felsman feels that a lot of the
FOR MEN
students come to be entertained
specializing
in the
by famous personalities, and
stated he is trying to strike a
Long Full Look
balance between those kinds of
speakers and the o11es that appeal
complete line of
to a select audience.
grooming aids
Criticism has been leveled at
255-4371
the committee for the absence of
conservative figures; but Felsman
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
asserts that most of the
2914Central SE
conservatives asked to speak
:refuse because or student
ctcro5s from the Triangle
confrontations. "Most of them do

}fJ.e.-, s

discussing a step up in Consciousness

through CORRECTEb REASON.

CEPT-THERAPY

Free IP.EEIJ IIEA0/111
TODAY and TOMORROW

4:30 and 7:30 P.M.
EACH DAY at
Room 250-C

White Winrock

Building
University of New Mexico

Motor Inn
•
m

Student Union

Campus

or

Winrock Center

A Comprehensive correlation of factual Universal principles
within the sciences, philosophy, psychology, and theology

Wed., Feb. 16, at 8 pm UNM SUB 231-E
Thlirs., Feb. 19, at 8 pm Hilton Rotel.Downtown

Wednesday, February 16, 19'12

£~,1(J~ READING DYNAMICS
301 San Pedro NE

&

Call 265-6761
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Over 30
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pott€QS qalleQy
Pottery Classes
Wheel Throwing
Hand Building

By CHRISTINA ·TRYK
When Kurt Frederick stopped in New
Mexico on his way west, he didn't plan
to stay. He planned to give up music and
study chemistry, and so was heading for
the West Coast. Frederick studied
chemistry at UNM during his wife's
pregnancy, preparing for the best time to
move his family on.
But an opportunity to conduct a
string orchestra in Albuquerque kept
him here longer than he expected. He
has stayed for 30 years. During about 15
of those years he has been building the
UNM orchestra program.
Now Frederick has retired as the UNM
Orchestra director and will retire as a
member of the faculty this May.
"I always wanted to conduct," says
Frederick, who had studied conducting
in Vienna before coming to the United
States. He probably had not envisioned
conducting a struggling young orchestra
in an Army barracks building.
Frederick taught music in the old
music building (where only paper-thin
walls separated band practices from viola
lessons) until the new Fiue Arts building
was constructed.
The greatest.encouragement"tlie· DNM
orchestra received, said Frederick, was
from ASUNM. They supplied financial
assistance to the orchestra and chorus in
the '50's and '60's when both groups
were in great need of music and
instruments.
Some of the early successes of the
UNM orchestra included standing
ovations and highly favorable reviews,
received following music conference
concerts in Denver, Dallas and St. Louis.
Two years ago the UNM orchestra
received a standing ovation from a
conference audience in Chicago, he said.
Frecerick is reluctant to talk about
the past, however, preferring to discuss
the present. He says he would like to see
more of the UNM students made aware
of the fine performing groups at UNM.
"They deserve as much support as
various civic organizations," to which
the UNM groups are comparable in
quality, he said.
The media have shown little interest
in the UNM concerts. Many fine soloists
have appeared with the orchestra, but
received little publicity. The program
committee sponsors these soloists, he
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GSA ELECTIONS

ENVIRONMENT?

Officers, Budget, Constitution
Todays Polling Places:
SUB LOBBY
LAW SCHOOL LOBBY
CIVIL ENGINEERING PATIO
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
(C.O.E. 5-6:30 pm only)
'
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Feb.17 8 pm

In The Kiva

UNM Young Democrats will
meet Feb. 17 in room 250-B of the
Union at 8 p.m. Constitutional
changes and plans for vot-er
registration will be discussed.

.

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:30·2:3odinner 5:3o-g:go

413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986

Repair & ;\laintcnance

on all foreign cars

El Teatro de Ia Calle, Chicano
Theater, will meet Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in the Chicano Studies
Center for a re-organization
meeting. All interested persons are
invited.

'Joreign Car Specialisls

FREE

German Club
The German Club will meet
Feb. 22 in Ortega Hall, 3rd floor
lounge at 3:30 p;m, Plans for
teap Year Party are under way.
All interested persons please
come,

UIAI\tiONUS

&GOLD for
YoungLove

Wagon Wheels

Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will meet Feb, 17 from 7·9
p.m. in room 184 of Johnson
Gym. Beginning lessons will start
Engineering Talk
Carl Johnson, of the chemical this meeting. The cost is 50 cents
engineering division of Argonne per night or $2.50 per semester.
National Laboratory, will talk Everyone is welcome to come. No
Feb. 16 on "Stoichiometry' experience or partners needed.
Effects in Mixed Oxide Fast
Reactor Fuels."
K-ettes
Johnson will speak at 3:30p.m.
K-ettes will meet F.eb. 17 from
in Farris Engineering Center, 7·9 p.m. in the Union. All girls
room 143·A. His talk is sponsored interested in fun and activities are
by the departments of chemical welcome. For more information
and nuclear engineering.
call 277·4673.

your personal service jeweler
open tonite 'till? pm
2312 Central

Self~Unfoldment

-Newly op&ned

Jean Tappendorf, expert on the
Theosophical Society of America,
will speak on the "Expansion of
Consciousness and Self·
Unfoldment" on Feb. 16 in the
Kiva at 7:30p.m.

-North Coors Rd NW

-Near Rt. 40
-Steak and Labstar
-Drinks-Free Salad

tbe bribal patb
Plans and Arranges
Beautiful Weddings

Human Nutrition
A lecture on "New
Observations in the Role of Zinc
in Human Nutrition" will be
presented for the public on Feb.
18 at 8 p.m., in room 203 of the
UNM basic medical sciences

FUN

#

·--

Proper plannin!\" saves Dad's money and Mother's
worry. ·we estabhsh your needs and organize a team of
wedding professionals for you from our BRIDAL
PATH associates-the best m the areal The cost of
these services is exactly the same through us as if you
engage them directly. . •. The great difference is that
we coordinate the entire effort to assure you a beautiful
and wcll·organized wedding.Wc can help you locate wedding and reception sites
and assist at your rehearsal, ceremony and reception.
Let us explain our efficient systr.:m to you with no
obligation on your part.
Brochure on request

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

if,l,r!1.. .,. 2.96~114847939rE;.... t .... w.. uVf ~t.An . . 1......1... s7111
7

Central at Universily

FUN

Student Terms

FUN

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL

333 Wvomine- Blvd. NE
Free Estimates

265·5901

Present

Tenth Anniversary Program-Fiftieth Production
A birthday present for kids of all ages
The Enchanting Ballet

Peter and The Wolf

Christian Science
Lecture

and
The hilarious upside down fairy tale

Bracko --The Prince Frog

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 8'1106
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277·4202;
Advertising 277·4002
11

Christian Science
Jane Robbins, Christian Science
visiting guest lecturer from
Boston, will speak on "How Can
Love Change the Environment?"
on Feb. 17, at 8 p.m. in the Kiva,
Free admission.

building, 915 Stanford N.E.
Speaking is Harold Sandstead,
director of the human nutrition·
research laboratory, U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture. The public is invited.

And Albuquerque Children's Theater

El Teatro

NewMenco
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75
No. 90

for

· Concept-Therapy
"A Step·up in Consciousness
through Corrected Reason" is the
theme of a free public lecture to
be presented by Dr. and Ms.
Herbert Dill, area director:;; of
Concept - Therapy Institute, at
the Union, room 231-E, Feb. 16
at 8 p.m.

Young Demos

said.

"I would like to see a section of the
student newspaper dedicated to the
arts," he said. Even if other media do
not take an interest in the UNM music
programs, the Daily Lobo ought to."
And what is in the future for
Frederick? "Please, no post mortems,"
he said. He waved aside questions about
his future plans, preferring to discuss his
hopes for greater student awareness of
the performing arts at UNM.

Between ''The French question, for as central character:;
Conm;ction," "Dirty Harry," "A we can't help identifying with
Clockwork Orange" and "Straw them and, to a certain extent,
Dogs,'' the violence quotient internalizing them. Alex, in
seems to be gdtting out of control, "Orange," is a homicidal
Various critics (including psychopath, and although
myself) have defended these films Kubric.lc is obviously not
against the charges of )lnnecessary advocating random ultraviolence,
violence. "Clockwork," we're the structure of the film is
told, is really an analysis of carefully calculated to make
violence within a framework, so Alex's violence seem positive,
it's OK. "French Connection" is correct, even "good." In
"realistic;" most cops, especially 10 Connection" and "Harry,"
narcs, are pigs, so it's only fair subtleties aside, we are once again
that the cops in "Connection" are made to identify with brutality
brutal and sadistic. "Dirty Harry" and sadi~m - and, in terms of the
is the latest Don Seigel film, and films' moral structures, approve of
since Seigel is one of the best them.
action directors around, the
At first glance, "Straw Dogs"
violence can be excused as the would seem ·to be the best of the
legitimate thematic obsession of lot- making a case, as it does, for
an auteur.
the necessity of violence under
"Straw Dogs," perhaps the circumstances that, we must
most violent film of all, is another agree, seem to call for it. Yet the
auteur film- by Sam Peckinpah, underlying, simplistic idea that
who made "The Wild Bunch" and violence makes the "real man" (in
"Ride the High Country." Here, a the specifically sexist sense of the
case ;can be made quite aside from word) is a far cry from the careful
the auteur's artistic prerogative, as , political analysis that ought to
the thematic underpinning of the precede any violent action.
film seems to be righteousl:v
The film's rampant sexism is
militant: Dustin Hoffman plays an the tip-off that Peckinpah's
un-committed American in flight attitude toward violence is really
from his country and his political pretty weird. The scene in which
responsibilities. In the end, he is Hoffman's wife is brutally raped,
forced to take physical action, and enjoys it, is simply beyond
and in terms of the film's theme I belief - going back to the old idea
have to agree that in finally that women really want to be
accepting the necessity for acting, raped, and that the only "manly"
Hoffman has come of age way to "take" a woman is byforce. Zimmerman, writing in
politically.
But note that I said a case Newsweek, refers to this scene as
"can" be made, not "should" be "an idealized feminine fantasy of
made, for I think the real message total possession." It looked more
of "Straw Dogs," as of "French like rape to me, and the sisters
Connection," "Dirty Harry," and I've spoken to saw it that way
"Clockwork Orange," is a Jot too. Yet Peckinpah has blurred
uglier and more frightening than a the motivations of his leading
. -·'111ere ybstract analysis or the- female character so badly that it'&
liberal dilemma. What I get from not surprising Zimmerman
"Straw Dogs" is that if something perceived the scene the way he
is hassling you, the proper method did.
I'm not certain to what extent
of action is to kick the shit out of
it, kill it, cut it down - not for the trend toward screen
reasons of logic, or even political ultra-violence is merely a fad, or
necessity, but just •cause it'll an early warning alert for those of
make you feel good and everyone us who need to know. Yet it's an
will think you're a heavy dude, a historical fact that the rise to
power of the Nazi Party in
"real man."
In all the films mentioned pre·war Germany was preceded by
above, the central characters are a rash of brutal, violent films that,
mindlessly violent men. Even in retrospect, clearly
though they can be termed foreshadowed what was to follow.
anti h cr o cs this still begs the I think we'd all better pay close
attention to the media for a while,
and do what is necessary when the
Dorm Landscaping
time is right- which just might
'rhose interested in dorm be kicking the shit out of the
landscaping, a student project, are ruling class oppressors. But that
invited to a meeting Feb. 21, at possibility ought to be a last
7:30 p.m. in La Posada Dining resort, not an automatic, "manly"
Hall. All those interested in reflex.
planting trees, grass, etc., are
urged to attend. For more
information call 277·3973.

ICAMPUS BRKEF§

Saturday, February 19-l :00 & 3:00 prn
Sunday, February 20-2:00 pm
Tickets $1.00 each-Groups 10 or rnore-$.75
Box office open Saturday 10:00 am-Sunday noon

The Dally New Mexico Lobo Is
published Monday through Friday
ellery regular week of the University. year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financiillly
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 8'1106. Subscription rate Is
$7 for the academic year.
Tho opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Dally Lobo
ate those of the author solely. Un·
signed opinion is that of the editorial baatd of The Dally Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Dally Lobo
necessarily reptes~nts the views of
the University of New Mexico .

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Last year's production of ·winnie The Pooh was a complete sell·out-6000 in
attendance and hundreds turned away. To avoid disappointment buy tickets in
advance. Telephone 277-3121
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Alter Six Years, Mat men on Top

New Mexico Union Coffee House

l

ASU Tourney Next for Jacobsen,
By MARK SANCHEZ
The Lobo wrestling team,
perhaps the best athletic team at
the University this year heads to
Tempe, Ariz. this weekend to
compete in the Sun Devil
Invitational Tournament.
At 12-2-1 on the season in dual
meets and following their first
place showing in the Lobo
Invitational last weekend, the Sun
Devil Classic should provide the
acid test for the Lobo squad
which by winning has prove!l a
• surprise in itself.

Lobo Powerlifters
Ready for Nationals
With March Meet

Photos by ChuckFeil
The latest of several
attempts in recent years to
establish a coffeehouse at
UNM got off to a successful
beginning last weekend, as
people had to be turned away
from the packed room
Thursday through Sunday
nights.
A big reason for the
overflow crowds was the
presence of Hank and Lewis
Wickham, local entertainers
who usually play clubs where
-more than a .50 cent .cover is.
charged but who consented
to inaugurate the new
coffeehouse for less than
their usual fee. The Wickhams
played for at least three hours
each night, and expressed
theil: appreciation to the
"un-drunk" audience for
their attention.
Room 129 of the Union
serves as an extension of the
cafeteria during the weekday
daylight hours, but will
be come the UNM
Coffeehouse from here on
out on Thursday through
Sunday nights. The doors
open each evening at 7 p.m.
for UNM students (with ID)
and a maximum of one guest,
and the 50 cent cover charge
entitles patrons to their first
drink free. Drinks include
coffee, tea, hot cider, and
soft drinks, and cost 25 cents
each. Popcorn is also available
at a nickel a bowl.
The entertainment will
emphasize local folk-oriented
musicians or bands, with
amplified rock forbidden ..
'!'he idea, say the originators,
is to provide a quiet
atmosphere where UNM
students may spend some
time on weekends without
spending much money,
Frank Larrabee, formerly
of the singing team of
Seigling and Larrabee, will be
the featured performer this
wccltcnd.

The results are indeed
surprising. After six years as head
coach at UNM Ron Jacobsen has a
winner. "We've brol~en several
records," he said yesterday in an
interview with the Daily Lobo, in
pointing up the team's success,
"and it's the first time in the
school's history we've gone •
undefeated in the WAC."
Improved Attitude.
Jacobsen hope~ to utilize the
experience his relatively young
team has acquired in dual meets,
for the grueling tournament
competition they'll face,
beginning this weekend, in
Arizona.
Coming off the Lobo
Invitational as Champion helped,
but Jacobsen says the Sun Devils
will host the real competition and
BYU has got to be considered the
favorite.
Jacobsen can't really put his
Jacobsen
finger on the improvement the cases. Though the team had an
team has made over last year but All-American wrestler in Dave
notes ''attitude'' in probably the Van Meveren it couldn't get off
most ·important ingredient. "I the ground last year. Jacobsen at
think that maybe we've had a one point was forced to exercise
more open evaluation of our team disciplinary measures against Van
situation," he said, "quite a bit Meveren, Alan (Butch) Peterson
more.''
and Fred Paynter, kicking them
No Bullshit
off the squad.
Things have not always been
Van Meveren was reinstated in
h.unky dory for the Lobo time for the NCAA finals, but the
wrestling coach who has never future didn't look good for
seen the first place WAC trophy, wrestling at UNM because of the
except in other school's trophy incident.

The "four horsemen" of UNM's
powerlifting team, which took
third in the national
championships last year, are back
in full strength this year.
The team consisting of Jed
Harris, Jack Greenberg, Pete
Martinelli and Bob Shadron will
warm up for the April 22-23
national championships matches
at 'fexas Christian University
(College Station, Tex.) with an
open AAU meet March 11. The
meet will be held in the Johnson
gymnasium weightroom at 1 p.m.
Admission is free.
Joining the "four horsemen"
for UNM will be Manny Torres,
the regional AAU champ and
record holder in the 123-pound
bracket. Heavyweights Kevin Krol
(240) and Steve Ross (250), a
transfer shot putter from the
University of Nevada, will also be
lifting for UNM.
With their charter appr~ved,
Competitors from California, the UNM rugby club of the
Texas, Arizona, Colorado and Eastern Rockies Rugby Football
Oklahoma·wm beonhandiorthe Unio·n is novrhoping the student
open meet.
senate will also approve their
Money from ASUNM sent the submitted budget before the
UNM team to the national club's opening game in the first
championships last year. After week of March.
their return to Albuquerque, • ASUNM accepted their charter
along with the third place team .last week, but still must act on the
trophy and five other single lifter $2300 budget submitted by the
trophies, the team discussed with club. Herb Howell, rugby club
oonate representatives early last member, said that the money
year plans for sending this would cover the squad's
season's team to nationals.
expenses - uniforms, food, and
Shadron said, "The team wishes traveling costs. However, he
to express thanks to the students added, "I understand we will be
and their representatives for getting some money, but just how
support of the team.' 1
much I don't know."

Rugby Charter Approved;

Face Sul1I?.oss in March

<
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Gymnasts to Host CSU
Johnson gymnasium wiii be the
::ite of a :return match between
Colorado State University's
gymnasts and the Rusty Mitchellcoached UNM gymnasts.
The 7:30 p.m. dual will give
Colorado State a chance to avenge
a 158.40-153.40 loss to the Lobos
last Friday night in Fort Collins,
Colo. The win left UNM
undefeated in conference
competition, while the Rams are
now 6·3 overall.
The two perennial conference
powers will feature several
candidates for individual WAC
titles, including Rams Ron
Crescentini and Bucky Blevins.
"CSU bas some fine individual
talent, and I feel they will give us
some tough competition," said
coach Mitchell. The Lobo mentor
said he expected particularly high
scores in the still rings, which

The club is getting ready for its
first game against non-league Sui
Ross in Alpine, Tex., with
practices -three days a weekTuesdays and Thursdays at 4:30
p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. The
club will be practicing for the
next two weeks on the Johnson
Gym Fields before leaving for
Alpine. More players are needed,
and anyone interested in
participating in rugby should show
up on Johnson fields at the above
times.

Zen
An organizational meeting for a
Zen group will be conducted by
Gary Brown Feb. 21 at 7:30p.m.
in the Newman Center
auditorium. All .interested persons
are invited to attend.

Lobo Bob Chavez won over
Rally
Crescenthti last week.
A rally in protest of the recent
The Lobos will be led in the shooting deaths of two Black
all-around by sophomore Berets will be held Feb. 18 from
sensation Jim Ivicek, who will try 1-2 p.m. on the Mall. The rally is
out later this year for the Olympic being sponsored by U.M.A.S.
team. Joining lvicek will be four event men Mark Hopkins and Jim --:c~..:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;::;,:;,;:,;::;,:;,::;,::;,;::;:,;:,:;,::;,::
Hruban.
Admission to the Friday night
meet will be free to UNM students
(athletic cards must be stamped),
Kosher &
$1 for adults and 5Q cents for
children.

Now Jacobsen hits on his
team'~ togetherness this year,
their improved attitudes and their
winning record, "We are realistic
about individual goals. I don't
bullshit them, and they don't
bullshit me," he said.

Dytzel's Pro
Shop
Special discount to
UNM students
15% off on all bowling
needs: balls, bags, shoes,
shirts, etc.

All work guaranteed

Leisure
Cesar Grana will speak on the
"Social Discontent as a Pursuit of
the Leisure Class." Grana is
chairman of the sociology
department at California at Santa
Cruz and is author of "Modernity
and its Discontents." He will
speak Feb, 18 in room 250 of the
Union at 8 p.m.

4ftll.t!!I!ID'!R

•7"' ';31';31V;#

II

3010 Eubank NE .,.,
, inside Eu Can Bowl
Bob Dytze! or Dan Berry
.

Alan Watts
Alan Watts, sponsored by the
UNM Speakers Committee, will
speak on the "Fullness of the
Void on a Blindness of Common
Sense," in Anthropology 101; at 8
p.m. on Feb. 17.

Spanish Scholar
Ricardo F. Benavides, a native
of Chile and a former Fulbright
DIAMONDS •••
Scholar to the United States, has
been named a visiting professor of
since it's forever,
Spanish at UNM for the spring
Why not
semester,
He held the same post during
See your personal
the summer session of 1969 and
service jeweler at
was a Fulbright Professor at the
the store for diamonds,
University of Utah from 1960-63
Open tonite 1till7 pm
and 1965-69. He also has taught
at Indiana University, the
~
University of Chicago, Illinois
~
University and at the University
r;J"'
~of Chile.
81JJJJ!IhJ'
He earned his doctorate at the
, ~-~~
... :-;e··";";.'e'"'ie-::""".
,."
University of Barcelona in 1954
6 , "' ~· • •
and is a member of the Order of
~
.
Don Quixote, Sigma Delta PL His
"~
A~.(.:· ...
scholarship interest includes
~'\:r'"'
,.
Cervantes, and Spanish novels of
Lhe 19th century,
- - - --·- --- - ·~~~ -~'""'
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Drinking Walter's leads to
honest employment and other
horrible vices.

·."'
1J

2312 Central SE Student Terms

Help Us Collect Glass
For Recycling
For every pound of rinsed and clean glass that
you bring to the locations listed below, Tijuana
Taco will credit your order 5¢. (Maximum
credit-50% of order)
1830 Lomas N.E. (JustWestofYale)

•

TUII.WATACO

and Eubank at Menaul N.E.

(@uttrttrs

Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

fl?llil'l
:
~

Makers of-Hand Made
Indian Jewelry

:
E

:

OLDTOWN
:................................
,...;...........:c

(andyou1·
favorite drinlts)
905 Yale S.E.

.J

AZTEC and MARANTZ SALE'
The AZTEC Gauguin IV features 1211 BaliS
Drive, 911 midrange horn and 6" high frequency horn, and LRC crossover (adjustable)
in a beautiful cabinet. Reg. 229.95 each.

1

...

-·--..

-=--·~·

fif;tfb

Q Q0

.•-. ~e:·o o
This remarkable stereo System
1060 Conso!e Amplifier with a
from 20·20,000 Hz with less
response of plus or minus ~5 db.
·

THE STEREO DEN
109 CARLISLE NE
268-3966
J'age 6
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includes the ~antastic MARANTZ
clean 60 watts RMS into 8 ohms
lhdn .59 THD and frequency
Marantz 1060
Reg, 199.95

Home of the five year
warranty.

Was 659.85
Now 499.95

Save $159.95
THE STEREO DEN
109 CARLISLE NE
268-3966

And A·1 Racer Flares on
her body. In no-Iron solids,
stripes and patterns.
With the exclusive boot slit and
to-toe slant. A mind full at onlY $10 to $13 a pair.

liD RACER. FLARES

RED HOT PANTS

University & Central
1710 that is
Parking in· the rear
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Mitchell Resigns As Attorney
General
Nixon

WASHING T 0 N ( UP I} Attorney General John N.
Mitchell, architect Of President
Nixon's 1968 election victory and
the s t ron g m a n o f h is
administration, resigned Tuesday
to tako charge of Nixon's
xe·election campaign on March 1.
Nixon nominated Deputy
Attorney General Richard
Kleindienst, Mitchell's
conservative right" hand man and
close personal friend from
Arizona to succeed him despite

expected opposition from Senate operations for
in 1968 and
liberals about his tough law· and~ for Sen. Barry M, Goldwater
order stance.
(R"Ariz.) in the 1964 campaign.
Sen. James 0. Eastland
Assistant Attorney General L.
(D·Miss,), chairman of the Senate Patrick Gray, 55, of the civil
Judiciary Committee that will division, an aide to Nixon when
consider the nomination, praised he was vice president in the
Kleindienst as "a worthy 1950s, was nominated to succeed
successor to John Mitchell."
Kleindienst. Gray also had been
There have been reports that considered to fill a vacancy on the
the administration carefully 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
sounded out senators recently Appeals.
about nominating Kleindienst, 48,
Mitchell, a wealthy former Wall
who was n~ticnal di!'ector Qf field Street bond at.tQrney and law

partner of the President, was in
his fifth floor Justice Department
office when the White House
announced his resignation.
Reporters, unaware of the event,
were attending a news conference
on organized crime in
Kleindienst's reception room the
floor below, and White House
Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
was theonlyofficialavailablefor
questions.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

WHERE: Journalism 'aulldlng. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini.
206, afternoons preferAbly or .mail,
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad .Is to
run fivE< or more consecutive daye with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate il! re<Juced to 6c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum numllcr ct
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
word!! to 10.
TERMS; Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertil!ement

1) PERSONALS

5)

EMBROmERED LEATHER, fur-lined
Afghani coata $110 value~- now $79.96;
also at Uncle Sam's Ill Harvard,
. pot"'3
tery r ed uced lOo/o, woo1 0 • D· sh Iris, "' •
1
2/2
ROOMMATE WANTED-Own room, $45
and utilities. Nice house, .266-0944 eve·
21
mogs. 17
FREE PUPPY: Affectionate, shots, clean,
z
;
call 66•5070• 2 17
AGORA-is going back on tegu)ar schedule
lot second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessary. NW corner Mesa Vista
HaiL 277·3013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, ja-:ket.s, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
L"'ATHER"
knapsacks. Upstairs at TH .,.
"" "'
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) Tfn

1969 HONDA CL-90 with Buco Helmet.
Good condition. $145, 277-2969. ~~
NEW 4()0' Mag. Bolex H-16. Reflex movie
camera. complete with zoom lensAll Accessories too. Big discount-call
256"1219 or 266·6161. 2/17c~---BSA 650, Thunderbolt, 1968, good eond.
$750, call Jim 268-7814. 2/17

2)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD. LOST BLACK AND WHITE
MALE CAT. Black dot on nose. 242"
9062. 2/17
3)

SERVICES

FOR SA.LE

• l

POPEJOY HALL
·j •_ _ _ _ _ _. .• and the Cultural Program Committee

5) FOR SA.LE

DINING TABLE. 4 chairs. Excellent conditlon. $45. Phone 255-3993. 2/21
DOBERMAN PINCER :(>UPS. Pure brei!.
$ 40· 907 La Luz NW. 345 "1115• 2121
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKETS, $1.00 to $15.00, THE BEAD
SHAMAN, 2/7
KASTLE 206s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8¥.1. Barrecra!ter poles.
Used 1 season. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150. See McDonald at Joumalil!m
Buildlnsr
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $3().$60. 441
Wyomlng NE. 255-598.7,_.;_;6/~2;....____
GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN7 Thomproof tubes on sale this week. $6 a pair
Installed. THE BIKE SHOP, 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/18
1967 DODGE VAN. Very good condition.
F•or details ca1 I 869-262...
• 2121
LUGGAGE RACK for VW bus, 4-new
7.G5x14 tires, call 242-8627. 2/18
U: CARAT round-cut diamond. Phone 2660748. 2/22

PEKING GLASS BEADS from China,
Abalone and coral beads, The Bead
Shaman. 2/22
HAND CARVED Camelbone beads from
India. Real bone Indian hairpipes. The
Bead Shaman, 401B San Filipe NW. Old
Town, 842-9588, 11 to 8 daily. 2/22
l-JEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA"
CHINES equipped to do moat any"
thing, $49.96, Cash or Terms. Open 7
days a Wf:Ck. United Freight Sales, 8920
San Mateo NE, tfn.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED MALE to wotk with preschoolers, Mon,"Fri., 12:30-3:00. Call
265-4092 ?r 299-8941, 2/18
PART-TIME local student preferred. Must
be able to worlt M·'V"E' lunch hour.
Apply in person. WE;S Enterprises. 6901
Lomas NE. 2/18
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa,
etc. All professions and occupations,
$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free information
-write, JOBS OVERSEAS, Dept. K9,
Box 16071. San Diego, CA 92116. 2/28
NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER, five
mornings per week. 9924 Menaul NE,
Albuq., NM, 87112. 2/21
7) MISCELLANEOUS
ACHTUNG 1 Gennan Club Leap Year
Party, Get tlcketa. $1.00, Thurs. in SUB.

WOMEN: THE WOMEN'S CENTER IS
OPEN FOR YOU. There .is literature,
coffee
counseling.
and 2see"
what's and
happening.
1069Come
Mesa by
Vista,
77
9.
2/28
312
LA LUNA DAY NURSERY - Licensed
Child Care. Evenings nnd Saturday. Call
842-9873, 2/1°
LEARN
TO FLY-·UNM
Flying
Lowest-rata-Call-25&-4Sfn.--.=•C~lu~b-~~F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;::;:;:;;=:;;:-::;:::;;:=:;;:;;;;:;;;;;;::;;;::;:::;:;::::::;:=:;:;;::==::::::::;
_______ .

.....1

DON'T JUST STAND THERE! Do something I Help our students by tutoring
basic subjecta 2 hours a week. We need
you. ISRAD Basic Education, 2500 Cen·
tral SE. 277-3511, 2/24
DEVELOP SPffilTUALLY AS- \'!ELL AS
ACADEMICALLY. Attend the Chrilltlan
Student Centl,!r-, 13(} Girard NE. 2654312. 3/2
STUDENT WILL DO hauling work, nlro
maintenance work. 242-6724 or 877•
3379. 2/16
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOG·
RAPHY, Andrea West, 282·5894. 2/29
PASSPORT. IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATION photo. Fast, Inexpensive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, 1/28
BABYSITTING. Ages 2-6 elementary
teaching exp~Jrlence, g()Od referencca.
266-8273. 2/7
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $36.00 Includes
lodging, transportation & dl.scountll, 2826406. 3/9.

4}

The Associated S(udents UNM

.i

I

TNt FABULous

aliostpo

Late ShowTonight

. r~r~

"THE MOST SHOCKING
FILM I'VE EVER SEEN.
I COULDN'T BELIEVE
My EYES f''
•

··Womlollol•,
Oo"r Nlf•f.

FOR RENT

1 bdr. Fumil!hed At>t., WMhcr a.nd Dryer
nenr UNM. $13G/mo and ga.s and electl'le. t?ii ucpaait can 242-8627. 2/16
QUIET SERIOUS STUDENT need& a
place to live near campus. Non-freak,
non-straight, $60. Call David, 268·6304.
2/18

Monday February 21--· 8:15p.m.
Tickets: $6.50, 6.00, 5.00, 4.00

5) FORSALE
ENGINE W/tranaml.salon and drive shaft,
52 H.P., En!¥lil!h Ford. Factory rebuilt
0 miles. 842-8197. 2/18
JUST RECEIVED-1972 model eolld 8tatc
stereo component Sf!ltcm, complete with
AM·FM, FM-stereo radio, stereo cassette
recorder and player complete with micr().o
Phone, Includes deluxe BSR record
chan~eer for only $249.96. Cash or tenns.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open seven days a week, tfn
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. Savll
40t;~Diamonds
a.nd custom bands.
Charlie Romero-344-6349, 4/9
LOTUS Et.AN S4·1970. Two Seater. Strom"
berg carbs. 21,000 miles, $3300 or reasonable ocrer. 277·5715 Mon-Fri, 10:00 to
4:()0. 2/17
1968 VOLKSWAGEN Squ~~reback, Totally
exeellent. Needs no work, $1295.00. 842·
0323. 2/24
10-SPEED SCHWINN Continental brand
new. Only $!15. 299-5876. 113 Wester"
flfl'ld NE, 2/16
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Student owned
business. Student discount. 242·8170.
242-5724. 2/16
MEN'S LANGE BOOTS, 8 medium, $55,
VR7 Dynamie 207cm w/bindingg, $4!t,
298-6220. 2/16
ONE !'rfAN'a 26", One woman's 24"
Schwmn 10-speed bikes, like new still
have 30-day check-Up coming. Best offer,
268·8439. 2/lfl
10-~PEEDS I Great Selections. Fine SerVICe. THE BIKE SI-IOP, 823 Yale SE,
842-9100. 2/18
GOLD 68 OLDS 442, excellent condition,
!nnt:mtlc buy. $1, 7GO. or best orrcr. 296•
3378 n!ter 5. 2/21
Tii.E LEATHERBACK TURTLE, •• your
ornnnlc hnbetdMher hM pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstnlro nt 2033
Monte VIsta NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar). Ttn
AM~li'M S·tr~ck stereo u~nson-ic, $7G, 2fl8·
_6204 •. 2/22
liAND"MADE MILLEFlORE BEADS
1•' R 0 M V EN I C Jo}, Donl(ey bMW!
!rom Pl!rsln, The Bend Shnman, 2/22
lOGS IIONDA 350 ;;Motocross." Excellent
mechnnlcnl condition. Call 2GG•0490 nUer
4 :oo. 2/22
AFIUCAN' TRADE BEADS. Where efaef
The Bend ShnmtUI. 2/22
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HILAND

UNM Students with activity cards ~ price

265·4575

LOBO

I

telephone 277-3121

CLA§§KFHED
ADVERTH§HNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque; N. M. 87106
RATES~

7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's lOwords 5 times)

TI:RMS~ Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement

ClASSIFICATIONS:

1. Personals
5. For Sale

INSERT

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

~-----------------------EN_C_l_O-SE_D_$~~~~~~~~--------------PL_A_C-ED--SY_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

_-_-_-_-__
__
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

